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Disclaimer


The information being presented is for general information
and training purposes only, to permit you to learn more about
the discussed topics. The information presented is not legal
advice as to any specific situation and is not to be acted on
as such.
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Teacher Continuing
Contract Rights
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Continuing Contract Rights


NDCC 15.1-15-04. Contracts - Renewals - Notice.


1. a. If the board of a school district elects not to renew the contract of a teacher, a
principal, or an assistant or associate superintendent for the ensuing school year,
the board shall provide written notification of the decision to the individual.


b. The board may not notify the individual under this section earlier than March
first nor later than May first of the school year in which the individual has been
employed.



c. The failure of a board to provide written notice under this subsection
constitutes an offer to renew the individual's contract for the ensuing school
year, under the same terms and conditions as the individual's current contract
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Few Exceptions
NDCC 15.1-15-12:
 (3) Any individual who replaces a teacher, a principal, or an
assistant or associate superintendent while that teacher,
principal, or assistant or associate superintendent is on a leave of
absence or a sabbatical
 (4) Any individual employed by a school district as a teacher, a
principal, an assistant superintendent, or an associate
superintendent, provided the individual's term of employment
begins on or after January first and does not extend beyond June
thirtieth of the same school year.
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Ways to End the Employment
Relationship with a Teacher



Discharge,
Nonrenewal,
 Originate

from specific findings documented in the report of the
individual’s performance required by section 15.1-15-01 and relate
to the individual's ability, competence, or qualifications; or

 Originate

staff.




from the needs of the district in justifying a reduction in the

Voluntary resignation agreed to by the teacher and the school
board, or
Teacher’s failure to return the annual teaching contract by the
required deadline.
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Probationary Teachers
NDCC 15.1-15-02. Probationary teachers - Review of evaluations - Renewal and
nonrenewal of contracts.
 (1) If the board of a school district contemplates not renewing the contract of an
individual employed as a probationary teacher, the board shall review the individual's
evaluations required by section 15.1-15-01 and meet with the individual in an executive
session to discuss the reasons for the contemplated nonrenewal.


(2) The individual employed as a probationary teacher may be accompanied by two representatives selected by the
individual for the purpose of speaking on behalf of the individual and by the individual's spouse or one other family member.



(3) No claim for relief for libel or slander may be brought regarding any communication made at an executive session of a
school board held pursuant to this section.



(4) If the board of a school district elects not to renew the contract of an individual employed as a probationary teacher,
the board shall provide written notification of the decision, together with a detailed description of the board's reasons, to the
individual no earlier than April fifteenth nor later than May first.



(5) Failure by the board of a school district to provide the notification required by
subsection 4 constitutes an offer to renew the individual's contract on the same terms
and conditions as the individual's contract for the current year.



(6) The board of a school district may waive probationary status for a teacher with at least two years of teaching experience
in the state.



(7) The board of a school district shall offer, as needed, based on the teacher's evaluation, a teacher mentoring program for
probationary teachers.


(8) For purposes of this
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section, "probationary teacher" means an individual teaching for less than two years.

Options to Alleviate Paying a Teacher
the Entire School Year if not Needed


Enter into a contract for the semester. If first semester, they have a
continuing contract right to that amount the following year, but they
don’t have a right to a full contract.

Since cannot nonrenew until April, this allows you to only have the teacher
first semester if that’s all the district ultimately needs. But, you will need to
then nonrenew in April or the teacher would have a continuing contract
right the following year to a one-semester contract.
 But note: If you need that teacher the second semester as well, they have
no obligation to sign on for that second semester.






Enter into a contract for the second semester only (between January 1
and June 30) – this is one of the few exceptions to continuing contract
rights specified in NDCC.
Could attempt to have the teacher submit a resignation effective end
of semester or end of year – but be sure this is a VOLUNTARY resignation.
The offer of contract cannot be contingent on the teacher signing a
resignation.
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Reduction in Force (RIF) Nonrenewal




If district no longer needs a teacher (i.e. if no longer offer
virtual learning after this year and don’t need as many staff),
then you would go through a RIF Nonrenewal.
Double check your RIF procedures.
 Many

are still included in the Negotiated Agreement.
 If not in the Negotiated Agreement, check your policy to
make sure it’s up to date and easily understandable.
 NDSBA

 Teacher

rights.



Policy DKA and the rubric DKA-E

that may be RIF nonrenewed will likely have recall

Other alternative would be to nonrenew a teacher based
on performance.
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Language to Include in Teaching
Contract


TERM OF CONTRACT: The TEACHER agrees to teach in the
School District during the 2020-2021 school year for a period
of # days, beginning on Start Date. Provided further that if
school is dismissed for some unforeseen reason, such as, but
not limited to, weather, failure of the heating plant, etc., the
school year may be extended by the number of days school
was not in session for the above stated reasons.
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Extracurricular
Assignments
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Pros/Cons Extracurricular Contracts (in
General)


Not having contract for extracurriculars

PRO: It remains an at-will position. The main benefit of not having a
contract would be the board could terminate that coach at any
time (even during the middle of the season and for no reason if they
choose).
 CON: The main downfall of not having a contract is the coach
would not have any obligation to fulfill the season and could also
choose to leave mid-season.




Having a yearly contract for extracurriculars
PRO: The main benefit of having a contract is that the coach then
has a duty to fulfill the position for the school year and the school
isn’t left with no coach in the middle of the season.
 CON: You likely can’t terminate the coach mid-season, unless it’s
spelled out well in the contract for cause.
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Extracurricular At-Will Work Agreement
 Many

districts have some version of an “at-will” agreement
with their coaches and advisors.
 Not included in the teacher’s contract.
 Specifies at-will and can be terminated by either individual or
school district
 Be cautious of language that may provide contractual rights
to individual
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Language to include if you want Written
Extracurricular At-Will Agreement


The parties acknowledge that this is an at-will position, this
agreement is not a contract prescribing the duration of
employment, and there is no continuing contract right for future
school years. The District may choose to terminate at-will
employees at any time with or without cause, and the
employee may resign from employment at any time, with or
without cause. If an employee does not fulfill his/her duties for
the entire season due to resignation or termination, his/her salary
will be prorated based upon the length of the season and the
number of weeks completed. The District may also cancel this
activity in its sole discretion. If the activity is canceled after
commencement of the activity, payment to the employee will
be prorated based on the length of the season and the number
of weeks completed prior to season cancelation.
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Be Mindful of District Policies


RECRUITMENT, HIRING, & BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR NEW
CLASSIFIED PERSONNEL (DBAA)
 Classified

employees/personnel are defined as district staff working
in positions that do not require licensure from the Educational
Standards and Practices Board or an administrative credential from
the Department of Public Instruction.

 All

classified employees shall be hired on an hourly rate and not on
a contract. The employment of classified employees shall be at-will.



CLASSIFIED STAFF INTENT TO REHIRE (DBD)
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Thank you!

Education Law Group
Rachel Bruner – rab@pearce-durick.com
Meredith Vukelic – mlv@pearce-durick.com
Quinn Fylling – qpf@pearce-durick.com
Kirsten Tuntland – kht@pearce-durick.com
701.223.2890
Learn more about us: pearce-durick.com/education-law/
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For over three decades, Pearce Durick PLLC’s Education Law
Group attorneys have focused their practice on school law,
representing many of the public school districts across the state.
We appreciate the opportunity to advise and/or offer training as you navigate
these ever-changing areas of law and the issues that surround them:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOL, EEOC, OCR, + litigation defense
Student rights + discipline
Special education
Section 504 compliance
FLSA, FMLA, ADA, COBRA, + other
employment laws
Employee relations
Improving employee performance
Patron complaint investigations
FERPA, open records/mtgs compliance
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• Bidding + construction
• Contract negotiations
• Employee discipline, including
nonrenewals + discharges
• Difficult patrons
• Nondiscrimination compliance
• Discrimination/harassment/bullying
investigations
• Policy implementation
• And more….

